Konnect Videophone

Features:

- LOUD and hi-fidelity sound and ring-tone from two large, in-built speakers.
- LARGE 15-inch (38 cm) screen, easy to see from anywhere in the room.
- Large one-touch Call buttons.
- Friends and relatives can show photos from their computers to your Videophone while you talk.
- Blocks unknown callers.
- No numbers to remember. Each Call button first calls your contact’s mobile / tablet / computer face-to-face, and then tries backup home / office landlines in turn.
- Auto-answer option for trusted carers. Reduce their worry when you can’t answer.

Purchasing Information:

Price: Approx $990.00 + Monthly Fee
Also available to rent, and ex-demo models on sale

Website: https://www.konnekt.com.au/
Telephone: 03 8637 1188 or 1300 851 823

Display models can be viewed at:

Indigo
The Niche—11 Aberdare Road
Nedlands WA 6009
08 9381 0600 or 1300 885 886

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only.
Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology.
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